
Chinese Communist Party Infiltrated Vietnamese Community? 

-Paul Taylor’s Speech Obstructed At the Black April Rally 

 
Paul Taylor, Republican candidate for U.S. senate, spoke at the rally on behalf of the ‘Golden 

State Coalition’ (Fei Liu/The Epoch Times) 
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April 30th 1975 marked the occupation of South Vietnam's capital, Saigon, by the North 

Vietnamese Communist Army. This date is referred to as the fall of Saigon or Black April. It 

represents both the end of the Vietnam War, and the beginning of the Vietnamese refugee 

migration to the U.S.  On April 29th 2018, over one thousand people gathered to commemorate 

the Fall of Saigon at the largest Vietnamese community overseas – Little Saigon in Westminster, 

Orange County . The event lasted from 5 to 9 p.m. 
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Paul Taylor’s Scheduled Speech Was Obstructed 

With the upcoming election in California, some candidates from ‘Golden State Coalition’ also 

joined the event to show their support of the people in Vietnam who fight for freedom for their 

country. 

'Golden State Coalition’ is a grass root organization formed by Republican Paul Taylor, who’s 

running for U.S. senate.  The coalition consists of 8 members, covering most of the critical races 

in California. They are: Travis Allen for Governor; David Hernandez for Lieutenant Governor; 

Mark Meuser for Secretary of State; Judge Steven Bailey for Attorney General; Edwin Duterte 

(43rd District), Benito Bernal (29th District), Jazamina Saavedra (44th District) for Congress; and 

Paul Taylor for U.S. Senate. 

Despite the original schedule of the event, the ‘Golden State Coalition’ was invited to speak at 

the very end when most of the attendees had already left.  

 

 

Scene at the beginning of the Black April Commemoration. (Fei Liu/The Epoch Times) 
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Performance at the Black April Commemoration. (Fei Liu/The Epoch Times) 

 

  

A Vietnamese choir in military uniforms performed at the Black April Commemoration. (Fei 

Liu/The Epoch Times)   

Paul, on behalf of the coalition, told the Vietnamese Americans that, “We all respect you. We 

are all working on what we need to do and what we could do, that is to help Vietnamese people 

build one free country, one single Vietnam and stay free from the communists there. To let you 

have the freedom to vote. This is a solemn promise by us, the Republican candidates who are 
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running for various positions in California.  As a candidate for U.S. senate, I will work with 

President Trump. He loves Vietnamese people, hopes to see a free Vietnam." He stressed, "I am 

serious, I won't abandon you like John Kelly. No Communist!"   

His speech was met with a round of warm applause. Yet it was late at night. Most people had 

already left. The crowd shrank from 2000 to about 150 people. Facing only about 150 of his 

audience, Paul Taylor expressed his disappointment: someone was trying to block his speech. 

Taylor contacted the event organizer long before the rally to arrange the opportunity for him 

and the ‘Golden State Coalition’ to speak. His application was backed by human rights Pastor 

Nguyen Cong Chinh. In 2011, Chinh was sentenced to 11 years of prison by the Vietnamese 

government for his advocacy of religious freedom. With the help of the U.S., Chinh was 

released in 2017 and came to Orange County.  

At the last planning meeting of the event, Taylor was kept from speaking by a Vietnamese 

community leader who served as a city council member in Orange County.  According to Pastor 

Chinh, this person who imposed the obstruction visited the Chinese consulate in San Francisco 

the week before.  

The Black April event took place on April 29th at the Sid Goldstein Freedom Park in Westminster. 

Over a thousand of attendees filled up the park. After a wreath laying ceremony and about one 

third of live performances, the host announced that Paul Taylor was going to speak. However, it 

wasn’t until two hours later when most people had already left that Taylor and his ‘Golden 

State Coalition’ were finally invited on stage.  

Despite the disappointment, Taylor was gratified that some out-of-town audience volunteered 

to introduce him to other Vietnamese communities after the speech. 

 



Noting Being Stalked, Taylor Filed a Case with FBI 

Taylor shared some concerning facts from his own observation: “It’s obvious that I’m certainly 

getting their (CCP’s) attention because they seem to be following me. As I go to different places, 

I’ve seen guys taking pictures of me. What we are scheduled to do here today was for me to 

speak to the Vietnamese people on this historical day, to talk about freedom and free elections 

in Vietnam. If I was elected as a U.S senator, I wanted to work on anti-communist and anti-

Marxist issues that not only have crept into this country but also controls Vietnam. But if I don’t 

get in the office, it’s not going to happen.” 

Taylor was also outspoken about his opponent—Dianne Feinstein on this subject: “For 25 years 

you have somebody as a U.S. Senator here in California who has not represented the 

Vietnamese people. And now they have me and the ‘Golden State Coalition’ working to make a 

difference in the state, to help them get some attention in Washington D.C. so we can work in 

those areas.” 

Although Taylor doesn’t have hard evidence yet to prove the interference actually came from 

the Chinese Consulate, he believes “you figure things out as they happen to you. I know the 

Democratic Party has already been infiltrated by the CCP here in California…and the infiltration 

has crept into all areas. So if anybody becomes a threat like myself, they are going to do 

whatever they can to keep me from getting my message out, and to keep people from learning 

what the truth is.” 

As a precaution, Taylor filed a case with FBI. He said he’d like to be prepared. “You never know 

what will happen.  Violence is part of their (CCP’s) tool.” 

The Murder of an Anti-communist Leader in San Francisco 

As a successful entrepreneur from San Francisco Bay Area, Paul Taylor knows the terror tactics 

of China’s long arm implemented by Chinese Consulate in the city. 



The most chilling account was the murder of Allen Leung on Feb. 27th, 2006. Leung, an admired 

community leader among the city’s Chinese Americans, fought the CCP’s efforts to make 

inroads in Chinatown. He was shot to death in his office by a gunman wearing a mask. 

In March 2004 Daniel Hom, the newly elected president of Chinese Consolidated Benevolent 

Association (CCBA), ditched his own organization’s ceremony — which uses the flags of the 

United States and the Republic of China — to attend a pro-communist event. Hom and friends 

went to a nearby restaurant, displayed flags of the People’s Republic of China, and sang the 

national song of Mainland China with the consul general of the People's Republic of China. Allen 

Leung, as an executive of CCBA and a leader of Chinese brotherhood known as ‘Chee Kung 

Tong’, openly criticized Daniel Hom’s action. 

In a report  ‘Terror in Chinatown’ published by THE NEW AMERICAN in 2006, a reporter working 

for a Chinese -language newspaper in San Francisco was quoted, “Without Allen, every flag in 

Chinatown will be red.” 

Many believed Rose Pak—the pro-CCP ‘Red Godmother’ was responsible for Allen Leung’s 

demise. 

Taylor thinks if evidence  of San Francisco Chinese Consulate interfering with American 

campaign surfaces, the consulate could face severe consequence of expulsion. 

Judge Steven Bailey who’s running for Attorney General thinks just as some believe the 

Russians have an interest in interfering the American election, the Chinese certainly have an 

interest in interfering and influencing the direction of American foreign policy. If someone 

wants to investigate, it would not be surprising to find collusion. “We do have the tools to 

prosecute those who wanted to interfere our electoral system.” said Bailey, “Unfortunately, 

those who are in the office now don’t seem to have the heart or will to prosecute. When I’m 

elected California Attorney General, we will investigate it. We’ll look for election interference—

both domestic and foreign.” 



The History of Anti-communism in Vietnamese Community 

‘The Boat People of Vietnam’ is a nickname for Vietnamese people in America. It refers to the 

refugees who, fearing the rule of communism, fled Vietnam after the communist government 

created a united Republic of Vietnam. Today, they are the most anti-communist ethnic 

community in California. 

Dorie, a Vietnamese immigrant who fled to U.S. with her family at a young age, guessed the 

organizers didn’t want to change a commemorating event into a campaign platform.  But what 

Taylor said is exactly what the Vietnamese community needs to hear the most—because 

Washington has ignored their voice for so long. She couldn’t think of any reason why such a 

great message was shut down. 

She said the Vietnamese community are deeply revolted by the  CCP and its infiltration in 

America. The person who allegedly visited San Francisco Chinese Consulate also came from an 

anti-communist Catholic family. If he indeed blocked Paul's speech, it must be for his business. 

“I heard he formed a software company…In order to make money, one can do whatever it 

takes.” 

Election Candidate - a Vietnam War Veteran:  
Washington Politicians Have Abandoned Vietnamese People 

Another member of "Golden State Coalition", David Hernandez is running for Lt' Governor. He 

is a Vietnam War veteran from LA County.  He said at the time he and his troop returned home, 

they weren't welcomed back as heroes. Instead, they were discriminated because of the anti-

war sentiments from the general public. If these veterans didn't participate in such 

commemoration event in "Little Saigon", they wouldn’t have known that the Vietnamese 

community are so grateful to them.   



 
Vietnamese in military uniforms at the Black April Commemoration. (Fei Liu/The Epoch Times) 

In regards to not being able to speak at the ceremony, Hernandez thought "this is a very solemn 

event. It’s just an honor to be here." 

Hernandez further stated, "What I found is that participating in politics is very important. The 

reality is that the Vietnam War was won by America and South Vietnam. People don’t realize 

that. When North Vietnam came to Paris peace talks, they were going to agree to cease fire 

continent upon the U.S. supplying South Vietnam with the necessary replenishment of military 

and other aid. It was the politicians and Washington following the resignation of President 

Nixon that stopped the aid to South Vietnam. So we are here today not because the South 

Vietnamese military or the American military lost. We are here because the politicians in 

Washington have betrayed the Vietnamese people." 

“As an individual who’s running for Lt. Governor, I want to make sure the Vietnamese people 

and the Pacific Islanders know that it is vital to look at the characters of a politician: that he is 

not going to abandon you because a particular issue becomes unpopular like the Vietnam War.” 
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Chinese Communist Party's Infiltration Using Money 

According to Hernandez, speech restriction has become a norm to him since he started his 

political campaigns: "Those that are entranced in politics—and we have seen this over and 

over—there is a concerted effort to limit free speech, to silent free speech, to prevent those 

with other experiences or ideas. I would say they are basically called the left, either socialists or 

communists." 

He thinks it is a world-wide communist movement instead of one country that’s interfering or 

restricting people’s freedom of speech. "When you look at the root cause of a lot of protests in 

LA, you'll see that a lot of signs are paid by international A.N.S.W.E.R. It is an international 

communist organization. Is it one particular country behind it? No. I think it's a 

particular movement—a communist movement. I think the communists have infiltrated our 

schools. They have been successful in not only indoctrinating the students, but turning students 

against their parents and parents' values. " 

According to Wikipedia, A.N.S.W.E.R.（Act Now to Stop War and End Racism) self-claims as 

anti-imperialist. Its steering committee consists of socialists, communists, civil rights advocates, 

and left-wing or progressive organizations from Muslim, Arab, Palestine, Philippines, Haiti, and 

Latin America. Many of its lead organizers had ties to the International Action Center and 

Workers World Party at A.N.S.W.E.R’s founding time. 

Hernandez also admitted that China, as the most powerful communist country in the world, has 

extensively infiltrated America’s business, "especially when you look at downtown LA, the 

major high-risers that are being built are funded by communist Chinese. They are investing 

billions of dollars’ worth of projects. Because of that, you have politicians that courting them. 

Because it comes down to money. So if you have a communist entity that wants to spend 3 

billion dollars in constructing a facility in your city, the politicians will look at the number of jobs, 

and the amount of taxes. So it is easy to sway individuals if they are either unable or unwilling 



to come to terms. The reality is that China being so powerful and having so much financial 

influence, it is easy to sway people." 

He said to safeguard American values has become the only drive for him to participate in 

politics. "I always believe politics is a noble profession. Over and over I heard good people say 

they won't get involved. But if good people don't get involved in politics, it doesn't stay a void. 

The people that will be influenced by money offered by lobbyists and foreign entities will take 

the positions.” 

Taylor said he and his coalition would continue building up his case and report to FBI to disclose 

the infiltration by the CCP. 

 


